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Wish's  is a platform to connect those in need with those willing and able to 
help.  Our mission is to get the needed resources and support directly to the 
individuals and families that need it most in times of crisis.  Wishes provides 
transparent donations with the end goal to change over 1 billion lives.  
Donors that use the Wishes platform also receive the benefit of maximizing tax 
free returns through their credit card bonus categories which in some cases 5-
10 X the donors earned rewards and incentives on every dollar donated.   

Management: Founder Chase 
Harmer and his team of executives 
Alex Galert, Mitchell Trulli, Joslyn 
Christman and Madeline Duva, are a 
seasoned management team with 
depth and experience in fintech, 
nonprofit, brand building, marketing 
and blockchain with proven track 
records that include company exits, 
automation and innovation. 

Company Background: Wishes founding partners have all been successful 
entrepreneurs and founders which includes multiple 8 figure exits and a 
valuation close to 9 figures.  With our founder having pioneered cutting edge 
payment card technology since early 2013 and the charitable 
giving/crowdfunding space having no real innovation since 2010, the Wishes 
team decided to dive into the market which grew by over +471 Billion in 2020 
and develop fintech to provide real rewards and transparency for the 
crowdfunding space. Wishes built an organizational structure that allows any 
donor that funds an individual, family or charity to earn a charitable tax donation 
as well as maximized credit card rewards and rebates for every dollar donated.  
Once funds are received by the recipients Wishes also provides full 
transparency on how the donated funds are used and spent once received. 

Products/Services: A global giving 
platform that provides transparency, 
validation and rewards to both the 
donors and the recipients (wishers). 

Technologies: Wishes has leveraged over 20 years of Fintech experience to 
build proprietary technology to revolutionize crowd funding and charitable 
giving with patents in card issuing connecting givers to wishers with selected 
category criteria and requirements for helping both sides earn incentives and 
rewards. 

Patents: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 


